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CUR Focus

Barbara J. Speziale, Clemson University

Creative Inquiry Impacts Economic Development
Clemson University’s Creative Inquiry (CI) program, a
model for undergraduate research, provides large numbers
of students in all disciplines with team-based, collaborative
research experiences that address real-world problems. It
also helps prepare them for jobs in the changing economy.
Alumni of the program have stated that they were better
prepared for jobs and felt that the experience made them
more attractive to employers. Students in the CI program,
for example, have developed business plans for start-up companies and participated in patent applications, in addition to
presenting and publishing their work.

The structure and duration of CI projects encourage students
to develop critical thinking skills, acquire research abilities,
learn to solve problems as a team, and hone their communication and presentation skills—abilities all vitally important in today’s world. In an Inside Higher Education article
(Epstein, 2007) Clemson’s former provost Doris R. Helms
commented “Employers want to hire graduates who are
able to communicate, who have leadership skills, who work
well in groups—the same things they need to do in Creative
Inquiry groups.”

The model employs teams of students to address topics
identified by faculty mentors, the students themselves, or
spurred by external influences. Each project is embedded
within one or more academic courses, and projects may be
multi-disciplinary. Teams—each led by one or more faculty
members—work on a given project for two or more semesters. Some projects have a natural ending point, while others
continue to evolve for many years as new students replace
those who graduate. For example, a performing-arts team
dedicated two years to developing and producing an original
play. An English team collaborated on a book. An interdisciplinary team worked for several years to design and install a
water system for a village in Haiti. That team is continuing
with related projects to boost economic development and
the standard of living in the area.

Background Context

Creative Inquiry is used by departments to attract and retain
students in targeted fields, including food science, geology,
and bioengineering. Students in all departments praise their
experiences as valuable in terms of the research accomplished and the opportunities to gain insights into potential
careers. The model is sustained by high levels of student and
faculty interest, funding from the university, and a demonstrated record of accomplishments within both the academic
and business worlds. The program has grown to the point
that private donors and businesses now are sponsoring student research teams.

These values are manifest in Clemson University’s longstanding commitment to high-quality research and undergraduate education. Clemson’s achievements are recognized
nationally, for example in the U.S. News & World Report
rankings of colleges, which have ranked Clemson among
the top 25 national public institutions for five consecutive
years, and by the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, which featured Clemson in a 2005 report as an
institution that does an “unusually good job” in retaining
and graduating students. The organization recognized the
institution for its “viable undergraduate research” program
that contributes to the Clemson image as a “student-centered research university.”

A key feature of the program is its flexibility. Students are
encouraged to develop ideas for projects and then identify
faculty mentors to refine the ideas and mentor the work.
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Clemson University is a selective, land-grant university
with an enrollment of approximately 16,500 undergraduates and 4,200 graduate students. The university’s mission
statement says, “The core of Clemson’s educational experience for undergraduate and graduate students is based on
providing every student with a real-world, problem-based
engagement experience or leadership opportunity within
an environment that supports personal development and
responsible citizenship. The University is committed to
nurturing critical thinking, communication capabilities, and
ethical judgment. The overarching goal is that graduates are
creative and entrepreneurial but also are knowledgeable in a
discipline and prepared for future opportunities in the global
marketplace.”
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Building upon the institution’s core commitments, Clemson
President James F. Barker, FAIA, set the goal that every undergraduate would have a graduate-level research experience
during his or her time at Clemson. In response, in 2005, with
strong support from the provost, the CI program was developed, based on the work of a task force of faculty drawn from
all of Clemson’s colleges. As noted above, it was decided that
the CI program would feature team-based undergraduate
research in all academic disciplines. Sequences of courses
specific to CI were developed in many departments. In others, existing courses were adapted for CI research. Several
departments integrated CI within the requirements for their
undergraduate degree programs. Over all, faculty members
were encouraged to develop innovative research opportunities for students.
During the development process, faculty expressed a variety
of concerns regarding how to manage large teams of students; the availability of facilities and supplies; how students
would be accepted or selected for the teams; fears that CI
would be universally required of all faculty and students (it
is not); and how CI would fit into their workloads and career
plans. Despite these concerns, to date more than 700 CI projects have been developed. In the 2012-2013 academic year,
more than 3,500 students were enrolled in CI team projects.
Financial support from the provost’s office has been key to
the success of CI. Each team of six or more students receives
$2,000 per semester for project expenses such as supplies

and travel. Faculty mentors do not receive extra salary for
CI. Incorporation of these courses within their workloads
varies among departments; teaching a CI course does not
consistently impact tenure and promotion decisions either
positively or negatively. Many faculty members state that
the best incentive to engage in CI is furtherance of their
research programs, and that CI is a compelling addition to
grant proposals. The CI office supports the faculty by promoting their projects, producing events, assisting with grant
and other proposals, and providing funds for the CI research
and students’ travel to present project results at professional
conferences.
As the program has grown, so has its visibility on and off
campus. Students present their research results at Clemson’s
annual Focus on Creative Inquiry (FoCI) Poster Forum,
thereby honing their communications skills as they present
and discuss their work with other students, faculty, staff, and
visitors from off-campus. By 2012, FoCI filled the available
exhibition space on-campus, featuring close to 200 posters
and interactive demonstrations. Future plans include splitting sessions and expanding to other locations in order to
accommodate student demand. Programs for FoCI events are
posted on the CI website.
In 2012, the visibility of the program was enhanced by
production of a new magazine, Decipher, to highlight student accomplishments. Decipher is itself the product of a CI
project. For the inaugural volume, five students interviewed

National Conference on Undergraduate
Research (NCUR) is an opportunity for more
than 3,000 undergraduate students to present
their research, scholarly, or creative projects.
NCUR 2014 will be held April 3-5, 2014,
at the University of Kentucky.
For more information, visit
http://www.cur.org/ncur_2014/.
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CI participants for magazine-style articles, and two graphic
communications students designed the layout and produced
the magazine. The student writers had prior experience in
technical writing as members of a CI project called Popular
Science Journalism, in which they produced articles on scientific topics, written for non-science audiences, for publication in Clemson’s student newspaper and the printed Tigra
Scientifica journal. Decipher will be published annually, in
print and online formats, with each issue featuring approximately 40 CI projects. Copies of Decipher are available from
the CI office at Clemson University or as a pdf download
from the CI website: clemson.edu/ci/decipher/.

Structure and Institutional Support
The structure of CI encourages student and faculty participation, and it is beginning to attract the attention of outside
industries interested in engaging college students in their
research and development. Flexibility, financial support,
and recognition are all key features in promoting CI both
on and off-campus Faculty members are invited to develop
projects relevant to their research or to explore topics outside
of their discipline, either alone or in concert with colleagues.
Students are encouraged to initiate projects and then identify faculty mentors to refine the ideas and guide the work.
The choice of topics is entirely open, bounded only by
the imagination of the students and the faculty. In recent
years, 83 projects have been co-mentored by faculty from
more than one department; 38 by faculty from different
colleges. Many more enroll students from multiple majors.
For example, a team composed of students in mechanical
engineering, nursing, bioengineering, business, and general engineering designed, built, and tested a pediatric arm
stabilizer—a device that can be used by nurses to immobilize
a child’s arm during intravenous procedures. Team members
agreed that the melding of talents was essential, with engineering expertise balanced by nursing students’ perspectives
on patient care and hospital procedures. The university filed
a provisional patent for the device and is negotiating with
a medical device manufacturer for production. A student on
the team commented, “I am definitely glad that I took part
in this Creative Inquiry because it not only gave me experience in my major, but it gave me something to be proud of.”

6

Teams may begin in a single discipline and expand to
become multidisciplinary as they mature. For example,
the project to design a new water delivery and purification
system for the small village of Cange, Haiti, began as a civil
engineering project. Students at Clemson developed plans
for the system and then traveled to Haiti to install it. As the
project’s focus expanded, students majoring in public health,
English, and finance joined the team, each contributing his
or her unique disciplinary expertise. The English students
are developing a communications program for a vocational
school, and finance students manage the project’s complex
budget. By 2012, when the new water system was dedicated,
the project included 52 undergraduate students working in
eight teams on various projects designed to boost economic
development and the standard of living in the area. These
CI student projects have been executed in coordination with
several non-governmental organizations that have a longterm presence in Haiti.
The CI program, based in Clemson’s Office of Undergraduate
Studies, supports projects and provides management tools
for faculty, who submit CI project descriptions online
through the CI website. Projects are reviewed and approved
by the CI program director or are returned to the authors
with recommendations for improvement. After approval,
a CI project is eligible for funding based on the number of
students enrolled each semester, and the CI website collects
student enrollment information in order to keep track of
the number of students in each project. A separate budget
account is assigned to each CI project, and faculty team leaders may use the website to check the daily balances in their
accounts. CI funds support project costs such as books, computer programs and similar items, supplies, testing instruments, incentive payments for test subjects, or travel. CI
funds may not pay faculty or staff salaries, but a portion of
the CI allocation may be used for faculty professional development expenses such as travel or supplies. Competitive
supplemental funds are available for student travel to present research results at professional conferences, student summer stipends, and extraordinary supplies expenses.
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Embedding Projects in Courses
Each CI project is embedded within one or more existing or
new academic courses. The Creative Inquiry office approves
the projects, but not the courses, which are approved by
department, college, and university-level curriculum committees. Many of the courses, however, are structured to
accommodate a diversity of research topics. Students are
graded and receive academic credit as they would in any
course. To qualify as Creative Inquiry, a project must engage
students in sustained inquiry or research through two or
more semesters. Annual surveys indicate that students
remain in CI projects for an average of two semesters, but
some report participating in CI for up to 10 semesters, and
some students leave CI after only one semester.
Departments have developed new courses and sequences
specifically for CI at the 100, 200, 300, and 400 levels. For
example, in geology the students progress through a sixsemester sequence beginning with one-credit courses each
semester in the sophomore (Introduction to Research) and
junior (Introduction to Research Methods) years, graduating to four-credit Research Synthesis courses each semester
of their senior year. This course sequence provides students
with classroom instruction on research strategies, techniques, communications, and ethics, and then guides them
in putting these skills into practice in geology field investigations (Wagner et al. 2010). The College of Health, Education
and Human Development established a sequence of courses,
(HEHD 199, 299, 399, and 499) used for various departmental and interdisciplinary projects. Several such projects
integrate the knowledge of Clemson faculty with that of
student-affairs staff members. For example, in one current
project a team is designing and testing a wellness course for
Clemson students.
In other administrative units, a single course with multiple
sections is used for all CI projects. In the food science major,
students enroll in a variable credit Creative Inquiry course
for up to ten credits from the freshman through the senior
year, selecting research topics based on their disciplinary
interests. In the management major, students may enroll
in CI courses for up to six credits. Recent projects explored
businesses’ use of social media and mobile informationtechnology devices. In psychology, a team-based research

course may be repeated each semester for up to 18 credits,
allowing students to explore diverse topics or focus on one
topic for several years. Departments may also embed CI projects within existing courses or independent study sequences.
This flexibility allows departments with rigid curricula to
offer their students a Creative Inquiry experience through
required courses.
Departments have found that CI is helping them attract
and retain students. After adding the three-year sequence of
research courses in geology, the number of majors rose by
150 percent from 2006 to 2012. Though no definitive studies positively link the increased number of student majors
with the research sequence, the department believes that CI
has been key to the increase. Similarly, the Department of
Food, Nutrition and Packaging Science prominently advertises its “Student-Centered Research Initiative—Creative
Inquiry” online as a recruiting tool. In bioengineering, a
novel project pairs freshmen with seniors involved in capstone research, thereby offering the freshmen a window into
their future. A student comment emphasizes this recruiting
value: “Creative Inquiry is one of the main reasons why I
chose to attend Clemson and has been more fulfilling than
I imagined before I came here. The value of the CI program
is so important and gives Clemson students a great edge for
life after school.”
Many students have stated their appreciation of their CI
experiences. A bioengineering team is redesigning medical simulators that more accurately mimic human body
responses. Health care providers will use these simulators
to practice medical techniques before they use them on
human patients. A student on this team commented, “When
I graduate in the spring, I will have two patents, a paper and
a company under my belt. How many undergraduates can
boast the same?”
CI projects can also enhance faculty careers. Faculty and
students participating in CI projects acknowledge that they
can be more work than a lecture-style class, but find the
rewards worth the additional work. One faculty team leader
remarked, “It’s a wonderful way to teach, because it comes
from the students. It’s not a lecture from the teacher. When
you get these students working on these interesting projects,
then you bring them out to the world, the world pays atten-
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tion!” From the beginning of the program, faculty members
have been encouraged to structure CI projects to advance
their own scholarship and career goals. For example, after
guiding performing-arts students as they developed and
produced two original plays in a CI project, one of the faculty team leaders received a prestigious national playwriting
award. An English professor worked with students to collect
and publish slave narratives from South Carolina; in the
published book, the professor is the editor and each essay
is co-authored by a student. A food science CI team’s work
on popular food myths—such as the “five-second” rule for
dropped food or the hazards of “double-dipping” (chips into
dips)—attracted the attention of national media. Science and
engineering faculty have used CI results as the basis for grant
proposals to continue the research.
In the team environment, students receive guidance from
the faculty team leaders and also learn how to mentor each
other. As a faculty mentor noted, “When you first enter one
of our teams, you’re learning how to conduct research in a
lab, you’re learning the procedures. Then you become the
expert and you teach the new people. So it’s very common
in our lab to have the experienced undergraduate students
teaching new graduate students.”
CI projects and faculty are recognized and rewarded. Each
year, the Bradley Award for Mentoring in Creative Inquiry,
funded though a private donation, is presented to one faculty member, based on students’ nominations and reviews
by a faculty committee. The winner receives a cash award,
a plaque, and an invitation to be the plenary speaker at the
following year’s FoCI event. University public-affairs staff
members promote CI off campus through press releases
and other announcements. In 2012, CI was featured in 25
Clemson University press releases.

Assessment
In order to formally assess the projects’ impact, the CI office
maintains records of student and faculty participation,
administers annual surveys, and tracks accomplishments.
Most students remain in the same project for at least two
semesters; approximately 33 percent report participating in
two or more CI projects. Most students (85 percent) participate in CI projects in their own colleges. Students participate
in CI at all levels of their undergraduate careers—55 percent

8

of them as seniors, 25 percent as juniors, 16 percent as
sophomores, and 4 percent as freshmen. Graduate students
participate as co-mentors and unofficial members of the
research teams.
CI students praise their experiences as valuable in terms of
the research accomplished and the opportunities to gain
insights into potential careers. A survey administered to CI
students each year assesses their attitudes toward undergraduate research and CI and provides information on their
projects. In recent surveys, CI students strongly agreed that
teaching undergraduates how to conduct research should
be an important goal of the university. The great majority of students (91 percent) were satisfied or very satisfied
with what they learned from their CI experiences and their
involvement with their CI mentors. Students assessed their
learning outcomes, reporting that they have moderately
high to complete confidence in their abilities to: work collaboratively and independently; identify a problem based
upon existing information; collect data/information relevant
to a research problem; apply distinct techniques or research
methods; and communicate findings clearly and effectively.
The productivity of the CI projects provides additional
evidence of their effectiveness. As of Spring 2013, CI projects had produced at least 130 publications in professional
journals, 288 presentations at professional conferences, 40
awards, 3 apps (including a virtual tour of the Clemson
campus); 5 instructional DVDs, and 9 provisional patents
and patent disclosures. In addition, 23.8 percent of student
participants stated that they had authored or co-authored a
piece of work that was submitted for publication or presentation at a conference. At least one student launched an independent business from an idea generated in her CI group.
Most students (53 percent) described their projects as emanating from a faculty member or graduate student’s research;
12 percent stated that the CI project was entirely the idea
of the undergraduate students on the CI team. Some students describe their CI projects as extending beyond the
geographical boundaries of the university. At this land-grant
institution, 13 percent of CI students reported using offcampus facilities or farms for their research, and 45 percent
reported using non-university (community, state, national,
or international) locations such as K-12 schools, museums,
industrial sites, community organizations, hospitals, camps,
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or municipal offices. Twenty-three current projects address
international topics.
An informal survey of CI alumni, conducted via email,
demonstrated the power of CI in advancing students’
careers, graduate-school applications, and employment.
Students noted that job and graduate-school interviewers
remarked that their CI experiences helped them to stand
out from other applicants. One student commented, “I definitely think that Creative Inquiry helped with getting a job.
Everyone I talked to was really impressed with the research
and the conferences that we attended. I spent the majority
of the interviews explaining our project.” A student interviewing for graduate school had a similar experience, saying
“Gaining research experience through a Creative Inquiry
team was essential when I applied to PhD programs in psychology. Potential advisors want to know not only if you
are a good student, but whether or not you are capable of
running studies, analyzing data, and conceptualizing ideas.
After presenting several posters through FoCI and regional
conferences, I became a rather accomplished undergraduate
researcher.”

Conclusion
Implementation of CI at Clemson University has been a
success due to consistent and strong administrative support,
faculty willingness to embrace novel research methods, and
student enthusiasm. The success of the CI program is closely
tied to financial support—institutional funding encourages
CI faculty to take on teams of students and to offer students
opportunities such as presentations at national professional
conferences. CI has opened up research opportunities to
students in all disciplines. Although the numbers of projects and students participating are largest in the science
and engineering disciplines, hundreds of students in each
of Clemson’s five academic colleges participate in CI each
year. Students are intensely supportive of CI; of the more
than 700 comments on the 2012 annual survey, most were
overwhelmingly positive.

and surveys distributed to graduates, faculty mentors, and
employers. One student summed of the impact thus far this
way: “My CI experiences have been amazing. I have been on
the same team for 5 semesters, and it has just given me that
opportunity to think outside of the box. I would not trade
this experience for the world.”
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CUR Focus

Amy Fairfield-Doering, Bradley University

Project Springboard: Undergraduate Business Research
as a Pathway to Innovation
Project Springboard, a co-curricular activity, provides a
hands-on, experiential-learning opportunity for students
at Bradley University. Project Springboard is a new “venture
competition”—not simply a competition to write a business
plan or construct a business model, but rather a mechanism
to guide students in the process of researching and gathering
pertinent information, assimilating that information into a
well-thought-out and detailed format, and determining if
the potential business is viable enough to ask investors for
money. Research permeates this entire process, with a particular focus on market feasibility, cost analysis, and profit
projections. The competition also provides the students with
an opportunity to pitch their business idea to a group of
judges, some of whom could be potential investors in their
business.

is available at: http://www.bradley.edu/sites/springboard/

As an example of business research, former student Cassie
Meyer thoroughly researched the hunting-apparel market
and was able to determine her target market by household
income, age, and geographic location. She examined the
size of the hunting-apparel industry by sales dollars, as well
as number of customers by gender, before establishing her
company, Knotty Outdoors. (Her competition presentation

Increasingly, teams have been comprised of students from

winners/2011.dot.)
The Project Springboard New Venture Competition (formerly Project Springboard Business Plan Competition) was
created in 2007 with a $200,000 gift from Alexis Khazzam,
an entrepreneur and investor who runs Junction Ventures
in Peoria, Illinois, and Fred Fry, who at the time held the
Turner Chair of Entrepreneurship in the Foster College of
Business at Bradley University.
Since its inception, more than 100 teams have participated
in the annual competition, which has provided experiential
learning to more than 350 students from a variety of majors
representing every college on Bradley’s campus. (See Table 1
for annual participation information.)
different disciplines. This allows for an exchange of research
methods among disciplines, for example allowing business
students to teach financial tools to engineers. This interdisciplinary experience is helping to pave the way for crosscampus collaboration, rather than the old assumption that
the competition was solely for business students.

Table 1. Disciplines of Students Participating in Annual Springboard Competitions
YEAR
2007

TEAMS
23

STUDENTS
88

DISCIPLINES
Accounting

Economics

YEAR
2008

TEAMS
22

STUDENTS
73

DISCIPLINES
MBA

Mechanical
Engineering

Electrical
Engineering

Entrepreneurship

Public Relations

Finance

Social Work

Business
Management

English

Accounting

Music Education

Psychology

Industrial Engineering

Sociology &
Criminal Justice

Nursing

Political Science
& Economics

Entrepreneurship Marketing

10

Public Relations

Advertising

Education

Multimedia

Business
Management

Health Science

Political Science

Communication

Finance

Construction
Management

International
Business

Nursing
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YEAR

TEAMS

STUDENTS

2008
Cont.

22

73

DISCIPLINES

YEAR

Health Science

International
Business

Communications
Chemistry

2011

TEAMS

STUDENTS

7

22

Business
Management

Marketing

Marketing

Communications

Dietetics

Art

Finance

Accounting

Construction
2009

23

62

Accounting

Entrepreneurship
Nursing

2012

22

48

Entrepreneurship Finance

2010

17

52

DISCIPLINES

English

History

Business
Management

Economics

Finance

Accounting

Computer Information Systems

Sociology

Business
Management

Management
Information
Systems

Communications

International
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International
Business

Computer
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Marketing
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Philosophy
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Business - Legal
Studies
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Marketing

Music/English

Construction
Management

Music Vocal
Performance

Multimedia

Psychology

Business
Management

Electrical
Engineering
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Public Relations

Vocal Music
Performance
2013

7

11

Food Nutrition
and Wellness

Public Relations

MBA

Mechanical
Engineering

Marketing

Entrepreneurship

Graphic Design

Economics

Journalism

MBA
The new Turner School of Entrepreneurship and Innovation
(dedicated in 2012) further supports this endeavor on
campus. In a unique initiative, the Turner School offers all
students across campus the opportunity to study entrepreneurship and innovation in classrooms and experiential settings. Project Springboard serves as an experiential-learning
activity counting toward a student’s earning the designation
of Entrepreneurial Scholar.

The competition is for currently enrolled Bradley students,
graduate or undergraduate, full-time or part-time. Research
is the basis for the entire plan; however, teams may enlist
assistance from other students, faculty members, and advisors, but all work produced must be their own and original.
Further, any assumptions and estimates in the business plan
must be derived from well-constructed, logical arguments
supported by data-driven information, with the sources
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of the information cited. Besides data, a wide
variety of other information must be gathered
in order to create a business plan. (See Table 2
for a listing of these elements.)
For the Project Springboard New Venture
Competition, the final plan must be 20 pages
or less, including the executive summary and
the body of the plan. Appendices and final
projections are not included in the 20-page
limitation, but they must not exceed 15 pages.

Table 2. Elements of a Business Plan
Elements
Company Description

Company History
Mission Statement
Products and Services
Current Status
Legal Status and Ownership
Key Partnerships (if any)

Industry Analysis

Industry Size, Growth Rate, and
Sales Projections
Industry Structure
Nature of Participants
Key Success Factors
Industry Trends
Long-Term Prospects

Market Analysis

Market Segmentation and
Target Market Selection
Buyer Behavior
Competitor Analysis

Marketing Plan

Overall Marketing Strategy
Product, Price, Promotions, and
Distribution

Management Team and
Company Structure

Management Team
Board of Directors
Board of Advisers
Company Structure

Operations Plan

General Approach to Operations
Business Location
Facilities and Equipment

Product (or Service) Design
and Development Plan

Development Status and Tasks
Challenges and Risks
Intellectual Property

Financial Projections

Sources and Uses of Funds Statement
Assumptions Sheet
Pro Forma Income Statements (Monthly for
Year 1; Quarterly for Years 2 & 3)
Pro Forma Balance Sheets (Day 1; Year Ending
for Years 1 - 3)
Pro Forma Cash Flows (Monthly for Year 1;
Quarterly for Years 2 & 3)

The final business plans are judged according
to a variety of criteria that include (but are not
limited to):
•  Overall viability of the proposed business, that is, what is the strength of
the concept (product or service) and its
“value proposition”?
•  Assessment of the market. How well has
the market been defined? How extensive
(basic size) and intensive (frequency of
purchase) is the market projected to be?
•  Assessment of competitors. How many
competitors have been identified, and
what are their revenues and market
shares? What are the competitors’ key
marketing advantages?
•  Financial assessment. How much capital
will be required to start the business and
how will the funds be used? What percentage of ownership are the entrepreneurs willing to give for what amount of
capital (investment)?
•  Marketing strategy. How will the target
market be reached? What is the strategy,
including selling and pricing?
•  Management team. Who are the key
players, what role do they play, and what
are their strengths? Who will the entrepreneurs need to hire?
•  Overall feasibility and financial projections. Do the
projections make sense in light of the market analysis
and competitive environment?
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Description

For further information on judging, see Exhibit A below.
Many of the teams that have won the annual Springboard
competitions actually have established the businesses they
envisioned. The inaugural winner, James Scaggs, who cre-
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ated an iPod repair business, continued to grow his business, ultimately being bought out by a venture capital
firm. OtherPeoplesPics.com is still in operation; its owner,
Stephen Bruning, specializes in photography, marketing,
and advertising at Stir Enthusiasm Photography in the
greater Los Angeles Area. Paws Giving Independence continues to rescue dogs from animal shelters, training them
to become service dogs for children and adults with special
needs. Former student Jared Bartman, of Evenings Empire
Recording Company, has started a recording studio, performed on a summer tour, and is currently working on new
songs for his next full-length record. Cassie Meyer of Knotty
Outdoors sells name-brand casual wear while she works to
finalize the details for her women’s line of hunting apparel.
Ryan Miller and Zack Saigh, of Liveable Tech, are continuing
to pursue various battery-charging products. Kelly Heisler, of
Sew Convenient, is on her way to revitalizing the clothingalterations industry.
The Project Springboard New Venture Competition is entering its eighth year. Undergraduate research is the basis for
the students’ business plans; this undergraduate research
has contributed to the students’ reasoning processes and has
enabled them to develop sharper critical-thinking skills.
Project Springboard and its sponsors strive to advance
Bradley University’s entrepreneurship initiative by inspiring
and educating aspiring entrepreneurs in the creation, startup, and early stages of launching a business. The Project
Springboard competition affords students experience in
actually creating a potential business and also provides them
the opportunity to win cash and services valued at over
$100,000. At the macro-economic level, this competition
adds to economic development and job creation. This is a
win-win situation.

State. After the visit to Bradley, Gagnon developed two competitions (the Ag Business Springboard Competition and the
Ag-60: 60 Second Idea Pitch) for students in Penn State’s
College of Agricultural Sciences. (For more information, see
http://agsci.psu.edu/entrepreneur/competitions.)
Additional information about entrepreneurship programs
is available on the Princeton Review website (http://www.
princetonreview.com/top-entrepreneurial-press-release.
aspx), which reviews entrepreneurship programs at more
than 2,000 colleges and universities. The rankings produced
from the Princeton Review survey data, which has listed
Bradley University among the top 25 undergraduate programs in the nation for two consecutive years, are featured
on Entrepreneur’s website (http://www.entrepreneur.com/
topcolleges/undergrad/0.html).
Although entrepreneurship is not likely to change, the landscape of business-plan competitions seems to be heading in
a new direction—from business-plan writing to businessmodel generation.
References
Blank, S., & Dorf, B. (2012). The Startup Owner’s Manual: The Step-By-Step
Guide for Building a Great Company. Pescadero, CA: K&S Ranch, Inc.
Osterwalder, A., & Pigneur Y. (2009). Business Model Generation.

Amy Fairfield
Bradley University, afairfield@fsmail.bradley.edu
Amy Fairfield is the undergraduate recruiting coordinator for the
Foster College of Business at Bradley University and serves as
director of the Project Springboard New Venture Competition. She
received both her bachelor’s degree (finance) and master’s degree
(business) from Bradley University.

Developing a business-venture competition is a relatively
easy process. A couple hundred competitions exist across the
country. In 2011, Bradley University and its Foster College of
Business hosted colleagues from the College of Agricultural
Sciences at the Pennsylvania State University. Project
Springboard’s newest donor, the Harbaugh Family, which
operates a company called Ditch Witch Midwest, has ties
to both universities. Earl Harbaugh attended Penn State; his
two sons, Scott and Mark, attended Bradley. Mark Gagnon is
the Harbaugh Entrepreneurship Scholar & Entrepreneurship
Coordinator in the College of Agricultural Sciences at Penn
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Exhibit A.
Business Plan Name______________________________ Judge___________________
Project Springboard New Venture Competition – Judging Criteria
80%80%
Validation
PointsPoints
earned
earned
Validation
Value
Product/service demonstrates
valuevalue
to the to
customer.
Venture adBetween
Valueproposition
proposition
Product/service
demonstrates
the customer.
Between
1and1and
dresses
a
current
market
problem.
Explains
benefits
of
product/
10
Venture addresses a current market problem.
10
service to customer.
Comments: Explains benefits of product/service to customer.
Analysis of Comments:
industry
Venture team understands their industry, and appropriately evaluates Between 1and
current and
future
trends. Identifies
growth opportunities
andBetween
10 1and
Analysis of industry Venture
team
understands
their the
industry,
and
barriers to entry.
appropriately evaluates current and future trends.
10
Comments:
Identifies
the growth opportunities and barriers to
Between 1and
Competitive advantage
Venture has a uniqueness that makes it better than its competitors.
entry.
Demonstrates knowledge of competitors and how they will react to 10
Comments: new venture.
Comments:
Competitive
Venture has a uniqueness that makes it better than
Between 1and
Clear target market
Identifies target market or niche that can be exploited. Target
Between 1and
advantage
its
competitors.
knowledge
of to reach the10 10
market’s
needs andDemonstrates
wants are understood.
Clear plan
competitors
customer base.and how they will react to new venture.
Comments:
Comments:
Ability
to
meet
financial
Likelihoodtarget
of return
on investment,
a request
Between
Clear target market
Identifies
market
or nicheif that
can for
be funds. Venture
Between
1and1and
goals
team demonstrates the ability to raise the capital they need. Finan10
exploited.
market’s
needs and wants are
10
cial analysisTarget
well done
and reasonable.
Comments: understood.
Legal Issues
Venture’s
entity
is appropriate.
Clear
planbusiness
to reach
thechoice
customer
base. Appropriate protec- Between 1and
tion of intellectual property. Clear understanding of legal risks and 10
Comments:
an appropriate strategy for the business. Understands equity and
Ability to meet
Likelihood
return
onowners.
investment, if a request for Between 1and
how it will beofsplit
among
Comments:
financial goals
funds. Venture team demonstrates the ability to
10
Quality of venture team
Venture
team
has
the
appropriate
skills,
knowledge,
and
abilities
to Between 1and
raise the capital they need. Financial analysis well
start the venture. Have appropriate advisors, mentors, investors, and 10
done
and reasonable.
other networks for support.
Comments:
Comments:
Legal Issues
Venture’s
business
entity
appropriate.
Between
1and1and
Business
model
Clearly explains
rationale
for choice
how theyiscreate,
deliver, and capture
Between
value.
Understands
how
operations
of
business
will
create
value
for
10
Appropriate protection of intellectual property.
10
Comments: the firm.
Clear understanding of legal risks and an
20% Pitch
appropriate strategy for the business. Understands
Delivery
Materials presented in a clear, concise and logical form; also asBetween 1and
equity
andare
how
it and
willreasonable.
be split among owners.
sumptions
clear
10
Comments:

Presence

Comments:
Comments:

Conveys confidence, professionalism, and passion. Clear understanding of the venture’s plan for success.

TOTAL SCORE
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CUR Focus

Lauren Madden, Louise Ammentorp, Jacqueline DeNarie, Tara-Lyn Farrell,

The College of New Jersey

Benefits of Faculty-Undergraduate Research Collaboration
in Teacher Education
The College of New Jersey (TCNJ), a small public college, offers undergraduate students and faculty the opportunity to collaborate on research projects through the
Mentored Undergraduate Summer Experience (MUSE) program. Faculty members from all academic disciplines submit
research proposals to the Faculty-Student Collaboration
Award Committee. For each project selected, the faculty
mentors receive project expenses and stipends. The student
collaborators receive individual stipends for their involvement, as well as on-campus housing.

ners for three field experiences during their sophomore and
junior years, before they actually do their student teaching.
Such peer partnerships are generally seen as beneficial to
both the pre-service teachers and cooperating classroom
teachers (Bullough et al. 2003), but little is known about
what factors contribute to successful and unsuccessful student pairings (Gardiner and Robinson 2009). Our study
sought to determine the approaches used by faculty to create
student partnerships and to examine their level of success as
perceived by faculty and students.

During an intensive eight-week period each summer, faculty
mentors and student collaborators engage in a variety of
research activities that benefit both the undergraduates and
the faculty mentors. The program offers student collaborators a rewarding learning experience, helping them grow
intellectually, professionally, and personally. By attending
community activities with faculty mentors and students
from other disciplines, the MUSE participants network and
discuss their research within the larger academic community.

Our research team consisted of the authors of this article—
two undergraduate pre-service teachers, Jacqueline DeNarie
and Tara-Lyn Farrell, and two faculty members in the EECE
Department, Lauren Madden and Louise Ammentorp. Team
members shared an interest in understanding how to structure successful student partnerships. Both DeNarie and
Farrell had completed three courses that included student
partners in pre-teaching placements. Both faculty members
had previously taught courses that included such student
pairings. Based on a course in which the two student coauthors had demonstrated a strong ability to work collaboratively and effectively, they were invited to participate in this
summer research experience.

In this article two faculty members and two student
researchers reflect on their summer research collaboration
in an effort to demonstrate the educational advantages of
including undergraduate students in research in teacher education. We focus on three shared “takeaways” from our work
together, related to developing collaborative skills, enhancing research and inquiry skills, and learning content (best
practices in teacher education) through research. We also
offer some suggestions for structuring collaborative research
with undergraduates.

The Project’s Outline
During the summer of 2012 our team conducted a research
project focused on the development of pre-service teachers,
specifically, the factors that contribute to successful and
unsuccessful pairings of students in “field” experiences.
In the Department of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education (EECE) at our college, students are assigned part-

The team began the project with a review of the literature
on student partnerships in pre-teaching placements and the
administration of online surveys to students and faculty. The
undergraduate researchers coordinated and conducted two
face-to-face peer focus groups to gather data, and they coded
and analyzed the data using a grounded thematic analysis
(Strauss and Corbin 1990). Throughout the project, all members of the research team wrote reflections on the research
process. The undergraduates on the research team proved
indispensable in all phases of the research process. They were
able to learn about their future professions and experience
clear connections between research and teaching.
Our research team came into this project with varying levels
of experience with undergraduate research. Before the summer of 2012, the undergraduate collaborators had limited
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exposure to research. DeNarie had worked on a few researchbased course projects, while Farrell had taken introductory
research-methods courses as part of her second major in psychology. Each faculty member also brought different skills
to the team. For example, Ammentorp had participated in
the college’s summer research program during the previous
summer, helping to mentor undergraduate researchers on a
different project. Madden, with strong qualitative research
knowledge and skills, had worked with undergraduates in
a variety of activities, although none in which the students
played such an integral role in the research process.
During our summer research project, the whole team met
once or twice weekly and communicated nearly daily via
email. The team meetings provided opportunities to discuss
various aspects of the study, such as any interesting findings, and allowed planning for our next steps. The students
met with each other frequently, as did the faculty mentors.
The faculty guided the students in the research process and
provided the resources and training the students needed to
complete particular tasks (for example, preparing literature
reviews, conducting focus groups, analyzing data using
Atlas.ti ® software). The students developed formal written
reflections on their research process twice during the project—once at the midpoint and again at the end—and these
reflections serve as the key data for this article

Developing Collaborative Skills
Undergraduates benefit from participating in authentic
research projects as a part of their academic preparation
(Osborn and Karukstis 2009). The benefits for students
include gains in content knowledge and enhanced ability to
put classroom knowledge into practice, as well as improved
communication, collaboration, and problem-solving skills.
Benefits for faculty mentors include the integration of scholarship and teaching, as well as improvements in teaching
(Osborn and Karukstis 2009). Although research is often
integrated in graduate-level teacher-education programs, it
is not common in undergraduate programs (Thompson and
Thompson 2012). As a result of participating in this project,
both the faculty mentors and the students experienced the
benefits of undergraduate research. In particular, we found
that we developed our collaborative skills and our research
and inquiry skills, while deepening our knowledge about
teacher education.
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It did not take long for us to realize that the literature on
collaboration (e.g., Gardiner and Shipley-Robinson 2009)
informed our research. For example, crucial factors in the
success of our research team were the dispositions and the
knowledge of the individual collaborators. Although the
faculty mentors had not worked together on a research
project before the study began, they had overlapping
research interests and complementary knowledge and skill
sets. Since the students had worked as partners in a course
taught by Ammentorp, that successful partnership allowed
them to jump right into the project. As Farrell reflected, “It
was advantageous that we already knew how to work well
together and had experienced many of the points expressed
in our data first hand.” And as DeNarie pointed out, “Each
of us brought our own strengths to the project, which I think
contributed to its success.”
Further, working in collaboration allowed each of the team
members to work through her weaknesses. For example,
working in collaboration forced Ammentorp, who can be
a bit of a procrastinator, to be more efficient, due to shared
deadlines and increased accountability. Similarly, Madden,
who was inexperienced in mentoring undergraduates in
such extensive research tasks, learned the importance of
giving explicit instructions and guidelines to the student
researchers when assigning new tasks.
Our research team found that successful collaboration
involves a balance of flexibility and structure. Initially, the
faculty mentors drafted the tasks for the week, which were
then discussed and adjusted at team meetings and through
emails. This afforded the undergraduates the opportunity to
adjust the tasks. Over time, the students took leadership in
determining their tasks and goals for the week. The student
researchers met regularly and decided how to divide tasks
based on their interests and skills. For example, when analyzing the data, DeNarie (whose second major is mathematics,
science, and technology) took the lead in creating graphs
and charts, while Farrell (whose second major is psychology)
extracted sample narratives from the data.
Farrell stresses the importance of open communication, support, and trust in this process: “Depending on the tasks for
the week, we chose to either work together or split up the
work. Either way, we were continually communicating with
each other. Our faculty mentors guided and supported us.
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They trusted that we would complete our work efficiently
throughout the week.”
Team members found that faculty-student collaboration
allowed for innovative and exciting ideas to brew and develop in a way that would not have happened otherwise. This
was somewhat unexpected. When considering research with
undergraduates, the faculty mentors initially only thought
about the task-reduction aspect: More people could complete
more work faster. However, in the very first team meeting,

and ask each other questions. It was helpful to converse
aloud when discussing themes in the data or the logistics of
running a focus group.”
Throughout this research project, both the faculty mentors
and the undergraduate researchers experienced the benefits
of working on a successful research team. Frequent communications provided both structure and flexibility for our
collaboration, which proved to be key factors in the project’s
success.

they realized they had underestimated the potential of the
students’ contribution to the project. The students offered
insights into the peer-placement process that the faculty
hadn’t considered. In addition to their conceptual insights,
the students led peer focus groups that generated data that
otherwise would have been unattainable.
Working together made the project more enjoyable for
everyone involved. As DeNarie explained, “I really enjoyed
working with a partner and as a team throughout this experience. We were always able to bounce ideas off of each other

Enhancing Research and Inquiry Skills
Over the course of the project, the faculty learned that mentoring undergraduates throughout the research process—
from literature reviews and data collection to data analysis
and dissemination—was considerably different from simply
teaching students research methods. Like all good teaching,
training researchers requires scaffolding, modeling, and frequent feedback and communication between mentor and
mentee. However, when students are conducting authentic
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research, the final goal is no longer a final exam or paper,
but rather a tangible contribution to the broader educational research literature. As a result, the faculty mentors
found their interactions with the undergraduate researchers
became more focused, personalized, and specific as the project progressed and the students grew as researchers.
For instance, Farrell commented on learning to use a qualitative analysis software package, Atlas.ti, noting, “I learned
how to use Atlas.ti to code our surveys and focus groups,
but more importantly I learned what those codes meant
and how they could help support or discredit the purpose
of our research.” Similarly, DeNarie commented on learning
how to moderate focus groups: “As a focus group moderator,
I posed the questions and allowed a free-form discussion
to take place. Transcribing the data was a time-consuming
process, but it allowed us to see many of the themes in the
discussion.”
The undergraduate researchers developed critical perspectives on data analysis and a stronger appreciation for the
process of research and inquiry. Through participating in
the research project they experienced the value of research
for informing their professional practice and the importance
of an evidence-based approach to knowledge about teaching
and teacher education. As DeNarie summarized the project,
“Now that I have experienced the research process first hand,
any studies that I read about will be more meaningful to me.
I will also be more likely to work on another project in the
future.”

Learning Content Through Research
By conducting research with undergraduates the faculty
members learned new ways to explore the content of
teacher education. Similarly, in their reflections, the students
emphasized that the content learned through the project
will positively inform their future practices in teaching
children. Farrell noted, “I think the most valuable aspect of
this process for me has been the content knowledge I have
gained. As a future teacher, I will be responsible for creating
pairs in my classroom. Prior to conducting this research, I
did not give it much thought. However, throughout this process, I learned about the importance of taking into account
many different factors when creating pairs so that each
student can benefit.” DeNarie added, “After conducting our
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study on paired peer placements, I will take special care in
pairing my own students in my future classroom. I will know
what aspects to take into account when pairing or grouping
children and know that where I place them will make a difference in their educational experience.”
All aspects of the research process, from conducting the literature review, to analyzing the data, to writing the results,
broadened both the faculty and students’ knowledge beyond
the classroom walls. As DeNarie explained, “It has been
insightful to view the field of teacher education from the
outside in. After participating in MUSE, I will be more in
tune with educational research. I think advances in educational research are very important for the future of teacher
education and K-12 education.” Her comment reflected
a conceptual framework that teacher educators strive to
develop in students—the importance of going beyond the
immediacy of the classroom and drawing connections to the
profession as a whole.
Beyond the topic of peer placements, the faculty mentors
learned valuable skills from mentoring student research that
can be applied to their teaching, including being reminded
of the benefits of using the research literature to inform
their own practices. They learned first-hand how authentic
research can enhance students’ content knowledge in a more
complete and meaningful way than simply learning about
teacher education in a classroom setting. They realized the
importance of providing structured and specific feedback
throughout the research experience. Although their experience with undergraduate research in teacher education is
limited, they found many benefits from working as a team
on this project, and their collaboration reinvigorated and
strengthened both their teaching and scholarship.

Conclusion and Recommendations
The literature shows that undergraduate research experiences, although rare in teacher education (Thompson and
Thompson 2012), are beneficial to the undergraduates
and faculty members alike (Osborn and Karukstis 2009).
Throughout this research project, the faculty mentors found
themselves drawing upon many of the skills they had developed as educators: providing specific and individualized
feedback, developing structured collaborations, and using
research to inform practice. In the end, the faculty learned
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that experience is indeed the best teacher. Based on the
team project, following are several suggestions for teachereducation researchers and others engaging in research collaborations involving undergraduates.
•  
Structure collaborative teams. Throughout our
work, we capitalized on the strengths of each team
member to differentiate project tasks based on those
strengths. Early in the research, the faculty mentors provided substantial leadership in developing
the tasks and goals for the students. As the research
collaboration progressed, the students’ leadership
increased in both the practical tasks and conceptual
work. Regular meetings among all team members,
frequent communication, and feedback allowed us all
to collaborate successfully throughout the project.
•  Emphasize teaching and learning authentic
research skills. Since teacher-education programs
often lack research components or even coursework,
it is critical that faculty teach their undergraduate
mentees about the actual process of conducting
research when working in partnerships with undergraduate researchers. Because faculty mentors used
modeling, scaffolding, and individualized guidance
to teach research skills—from reading about research
methods and writing literature reviews to analyzing
data—the undergraduate research partners were able
to successfully complete a multitude of tasks during
the project.
•  Highlight the connection between learning content and doing research. Teacher educators often
note that research should inform teaching practice,
which should then inform future research and teaching efforts. Both faculty members on our team encouraged all team members to reflect on their research
process both formally and informally throughout the
project. All four team members cited lessons learned
that would inform future work, ensuring that participation in this project helped each to see the scope of
her work in light of the bigger picture—both in the
field of teacher education and in our profession as
educators.

To conclude, it is apparent that, like other fields, pre-service
teacher-education programs would benefit immensely from
incorporating more undergraduate research. Focusing educational research with undergraduates around the specific key
ideas defined above can result in beneficial experiences for
all involved. These benefits can also be extended to those
participating in faculty-undergraduate research collaborations in fields outside of education.
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Jacqueline DeNarie was an undergraduate at The College of New
Jersey and worked as a research assistant for Drs. Ammentorp
and Madden during the summer of 2012. She completed a student
teaching internship abroad in Rome in the fall 2012 semester and
graduated in May 2013 with a double major in early childhood
education and mathematics, science, and technology.
Tara-Lyn Farrell is an undergraduate at The College of New
Jersey. She worked as a research assistant for Drs. Ammentorp
and Madden during the summer of 2012. She completed a student teaching internship in the fall 2012 semester and graduated
in May 2013 with a double major in elementary education and
psychology
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From Washington Partners – CUR’s Partner in Advocacy
Who Are My Members of Congress?
Effective advocacy is a complicated effort that is improved
with information. Having a position and communicating it
to a Member of Congress is important, but knowing what
your Members of Congress care about can make your message infinitely more effective. To be an even more effective
advocate for undergraduate research, you should try to
understand the priorities of those elected to represent you
and your neighbors and connect them to undergraduate
research on your campus.
The first step in getting to know your Members’ priorities is reviewing each Member’s committee assignments
in the House and Senate. (Remember, you have three
Members of Congress representing you—one in the House of
Representatives and two Senators). Committee assignments
determine what policy topics your Members will be able to
directly affect and are working on regularly. The assignments also give you an idea of what policy areas particularly
interest the Member.
Lawmakers request committee assignments and generally
seek seats on powerful panels—such as those that deal with
taxes and spending, committees that affect their district or
state profoundly for particular reasons, or assignments that
reflect a certain interest or expertise of the lawmaker. For
example, Members who represent districts with large military bases generally try to serve on panels that deal with the
Department of Defense. Or one-time teachers might try to
sit on the committees that make decisions about education
policy.

Once you have a cogent understanding of the Members’
priorities, it is time to analyze how undergraduate research
experiences on your campus fit into their federal agendas.
For example, if your Senator sits on a committee that oversees federal energy policies, review which undergraduate
research projects on your campus directly or tangentially
relate to energy issues. This information would create a path
to building and increasing the interest in undergraduate
research of that Senator and his or her staff. While the topics
of interest will vary from Member to Member, be resourceful in relating and aligning undergraduate research projects
with Members’ interests.
You should try to meet with your elected representatives
in person; schedule meetings with them when they are in
your district and bring the students researchers to meet with
them. This is one of the most powerful strategies for garnering your lawmakers’ interest in an issue, and, as we saw at
this year’s Posters on the Hill event in Washington, D.C.,
students are the best messengers—by far.
Undergraduate research spans the spectrum of issues the federal government deliberates daily. Using publicly available
information and connecting it to ongoing undergraduate
research on your campus will put you in a stronger position
to win allies in Congress and will increase the profile and
understanding of undergraduate research on Capitol Hill.

Washington Partners, LLC

To become familiar with your Members, read press releases
from their offices, which will be available on their websites.
In addition, you should read their biographies to understand their work and personal experiences before coming
to Washington, their current legislative initiatives, and how
they spend their time when they are at home in their district
or state.
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RESEARCH Highlights
Jumper PH, Fisher RT. Shaping the Brown Dwarf
Desert: Constraints from Turbulent Fragmentation.
Astrophysical Journal. 2013; 769:9-42. (University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth)
This research suggested that several observed properties
of brown dwarfs (a class of substellar objects) in binary
systems could be accounted for as a consequence of a single
mechanism, the fragmentation of a turbulent, star-forming
region. These properties include the “brown dwarf desert”
(a dearth of brown dwarfs in nearby orbits around Sunlike stars) and the narrow separations for pairs of brown
dwarfs. Robert Fisher is an assistant professor of physics.
Peter Jumper, a Commonwealth scholar, physics major, and
mathematics minor, participated in this research from the
summer of 2010 to the spring of 2013. Jumper has now
graduated with a BS in physics with honors and will be a
Connaught PhD Fellow in the fall of 2013 in the University
of Toronto’s Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Fisher’s work was funded through NSF Grant CNS-0959382
and AFOSR DURIP Grant FA9550-10-1-0354. Jumper was
funded by NSF Grant DMS-0802974.

Chandler S, Castillo A, Kadash M, Kenner MD,
Ramirez L, Valdez RJ. New Literacy Narratives from
an Urban University: Analyzing Stories about Reading,
Writing, and Changing Technologies. New York: Hampton
Press, 2013. (Kean University)
Our book presents literacy narratives—reflective stories
about experiences with reading and writing—by five
undergraduate co-authors. It begins with an overview of
theory and methods used to create and analyze life stories.
Because we analyze both what participants say and how
they said it, we review research from new literacy studies,
narrative/discourse analysis, and oral history. Co-authored
chapters explore correlations between storytelling and
literate learners’ agency (Ramirez); suggest relationships
between identity stories and patterns for connecting to
(or not) online literacies (Kenner); present storytelling
patterns as evidence of how literate learners change and
grow (Kadash); identify patterns for negotiating (or not)
multiple discourses (Valdez); and describe how online spaces
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sponsor new patterns for identity development (Castillo).
Sally Chandler is an associate professor in the English
Department at Kean University. The project began back in
2006, when all co-authors were students in courses where
Chandler talked about my research on literacy narratives.
Each co-author volunteered to participate in an interview
and then continued on as a collaborative researcher. All
co-authors read drafts and reviewed data as they graduated,
found jobs, completed graduate degrees, and continued on
with their lives. Castillo and Valdez earned MAs in Writing
Studies from Kean University and currently work as adjunct
professors. Kadash is the mother of three children and is a
manager at a bank. Kenner earned an MFA from Western
Connecticut State University, and writes for J’Adore magazine.
Ramirez is enrolled in the MA in Public Administration
program at Kean University. Our work was funded by a
Kean University UFRI grant, and by a University-sponsored
Students Partnering with Faculty Summer Research Grant.

Odio C, Holzman SA, Denison MS, Fraccalvieri
D, Bonati L, Franks DG, Hahn ME, Powell WH.
Specific Ligand Binding Domain Residues Confer Low
Dioxin Responsiveness to AHR1β of Xenopus laevis.
Biochemistry. 2013; DOI:10.1021/bi301722k. (Kenyon
College)
Toxicity of dioxin-like chemicals is mediated by the aryl
hydrocarbon receptor (AHR). Frogs are remarkably insensitive
to the toxicity of dioxin-like chemicals, and frog AHRs bind
dioxins with low affinity. In this study, we constructed a
homology model suggesting that low affinity dioxin binding
was due to two variant amino acids in the putative ligand
binding cavity. Binding and activity assays with mutated
AHRs confirmed the suppositions of the model. Wade Powell
is a professor of biology. Cami Odio and Sarah Holzman
performed much of the work as their senior thesis projects.
Odio is a medical student at the Cleveland Clinic. Holzman
was a post-bac Intramural Research Training Award (IRTA)
at NIH before moving on to medical school at Emory.
NIH AREA Grant: R15 ES011130. Odio received a Pfizer
Undergraduate Travel Award to present portions of this work
at the 2012 Annual Meeting of the Society of Toxicology.
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Cogan E, Parker S, Zellner DA. Beauty Beyond
Compare: Effects of Context Extremity and
Categorization on Hedonic Contrast. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and
Performance. 2013; 39(1): 16-22. (Montclair State
University)
Hedonic contrast occurs in ratings of the attractiveness of
faces (i.e., attractive females are rated as more attractive if
rated after unattractive ones and unattractive females are
rated as less attractive if rated after attractive ones). This
contrast effect can be eliminated if extremely attractive
females are rated with unattractive females unless subjects
are told that these two sets of females are all members of
the same category (a choir). These results parallel findings in
intensity judgments in which stimuli that are too different on
the dimension being judged are not compared and contrast
does not occur. However, thinking of them as belonging
together results in a contrast even in these extremely
different stimuli. Scott Parker is a professor of psychology
at American University. Debra Zellner is a professor of
psychology at Montclair State University. Elizabeth Cogan,
a senior psychology major, conducted this research as her
psychology honors thesis. Cogan is currently in a doctoral
program in psychology at the University of Michigan.

Pyper KJ, Jung JY, Newton BS, Nesterov VN, Powell
GL. Reactions of Os3(CO)12 with Carboxylic Acids in
a Microwave Reactor; Synthesis of Os2(benzoate)2(CO)6,
a Dinuclear Osmium(I) Compound with Aromatic
Carboxylate Ligands. Journal of Organometallic Chemistry.
2013; 723: 103-107. (Abilene Christian University,
University of North Texas)
This was the first report of the use of microwave heating to
synthesize dinuclear osmium(I) carbonyl complexes with
carboxylate ligands, including the first example with an
aromatic ligand. Compounds of this type are relatively rare
since only four had been previously prepared. We obtained
the X-ray crystal structures of two new compounds and
reported the first successful direct reaction of Os3(CO)12
with benzoic acid. Gregory Powell is a professor of chemistry
at ACU. Vladimir Nesterov is the staff crystallographer at
UNT. Kayla Pyper, Jade Jung, and Brittney Newton worked

on this project at ACU for one summer and two semesters
each during 2009-2011. Pyper is currently in a doctoral
program in chemistry at the University of Michigan. Jung
is employed by American Airlines as a water-quality analyst.
Newton is employed as a teacher and is in the process of
applying to graduate programs. The research was supported
by a departmental grant to ACU from the Welch Foundation.

Rusinko J, Swan H. Agent-Based Fabric Modeling
Using Differential Equations. Community of Ordinary
Differential Equations Educators. 2012; 9. http://
www.codee.org/library/articles/agent-based-fabricmodeling-using-differential-equations. (Winthrop
University)
We use an agent-based modeling software, NetLogo, to
simulate fabric drape by applying a modified mass spring
system. This model provides an application of harmonic
motion to textiles and fashion, fields not typically discussed
in the undergraduate differential equations classroom.
Euler’s method is coded into the model to solve a system
of ordinary differential equations describing the fabric’s
position over time. Our interactive NetLogo model allows
students to visualize the behavior of the system and to
experiment with parameters and other numerical methods.
We show an example of the success of our program. Joseph
Rusinko is an associate professor of mathematics. Swan is a
senior mathematics major. The research was supported by
the Winthrop McNair Scholars Program.

Lane G, Wagner TP. Examining Recycling Container
Attributes and Household Recycling Practices. Resources,
Conservation and Recycling. 2013; 75: 32-40. (University
of Southern Maine)
This paper examined the influence of the attributes of
recycling containers on recycling rates, participation rates,
and set-out rates. As communities spend considerable sums
on containers, and likely have only one opportunity, it
is crucial to know what attributes (e.g., size, shape, color,
mobility, convenience, etc.) can maximize the amount of
recyclables collected. The study found that the major positive
attributes were larger containers and wheeled containers.
Travis Wagner is an associate professor of environmental
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science and policy. Gordon Lane was an undergraduate
student majoring in environmental science. He began work
on this project in 2011 as a work-study student. Wagner was
able to use some funds from a professional develop award
to support Lane as a research assistant. In recognition of his
amazing work, Lane was made first author on this paper.
Lane is currently employed full time in the field and has
expressed interest in going to graduate school in the future.
There was no dedicated funding for this research.

Daubner SC, Avila AM, Bailey JO, Barrera D,
Bermudez JY, Giles D, Khan CA, Shaheen N,
Thompson J, Vasquez J, Oxley S, Fitzpatrick PF.
Mutagenesis of a Specificity-Determining Residue in
Tyrosine Hydroxylase Establishes that the Enzyme
is a Robust Phenylalanine Hydroxylase but a Fragile
Tyrosine Hydroxylase. Biochemistry. 2013; 52(8):14461455. (Texas A&M University - TAMU and University of
Texas Health Science Center San Antonio - UTHSCSA)
This study was part of an ongoing investigation into
the evolution of the aromatic amino acid hydroxylases.
An ancient phenylalanine hydroxylase provided the
starting gene for the later enzymes, which are critical to
neurotransmitter synthesis. This project described the effect
of a valine-to-aspartate mutation in a critical position of
the active site. Fitzpatrick is a professor in biochemistry at
UTHSCSA, Daubner is a professor in biological science at
St Mary ‘s University, and Oxley is an associate professor in
chemistry and biochemistry at St Mary ‘s University (StMU).
Avila, (2009-2013), NIH R25 neuroscience program; Bailey
(2008), NSF REU student, now in graduate school at TAMU;
Barrera (2010); Bermudez (2009), summer undergraduate
research fellowship from StMU, now in graduate school
at the University of North Texas Health Science Center;
Giles (2011), now in graduate school at UT in Austin; Khan
(2009-2012), now in graduate school at UTHSCSA; Shaheen,
NIH R25 neuroscience program and McNair scholarship
recipient; Vasquez (2007), now a medical resident at the
UTHSCSA School of Medicine; Thompson (2007), finished
a MS in Nutrition at TAMU and now teaching high school
science in Waco, TX. NIH R01 GM047291, Welch Foundation
AQ-1245, NIH R25 NS080684, NSF Grant DBI-0552822, DOE
McNair Scholars program, StMU SURF Program, and Faculty
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Development Grant from StMU Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

Huang SH, Clark N, Wedel W. The Use of an iPad
to Promote Kindergartners’ Alphabet Recognition
and Letter Sound Correspondence. Practically Primary.
2013; 18(1):24-26. (Midwestern State University)
This study employed a case study method to investigate
the effectiveness of the iPad’s applications that foster
literacy development and learning for struggling readers.
Two kindergarten students, who have been diagnosed
as struggling readers and as having ADHD, participated
in tutoring sessions over the course of the semester. The
researchers worked with each student individually on a
weekly basis using the iPad’s software applications, such as
the ABC Matching game, Alphabet Learn, Alphabet Tracing,
and ABC Go Go, etc. By the end of the semester, both
students were able to identify the letters of the alphabet,
and to distinguish the differences between letters and sounds
by hearing, seeing, playing, and writing letters and words
in meaningful ways. SuHua Huang is an assistant professor
of reading education at Midwestern State University. Nicole
Clark and Whitney Wedel participated in this project
in spring 2012. Both of them are currently employed as
classroom teachers in Wichita Falls, Texas. The research
project was supported by the West College of Education of
Midwestern State University.

Zhou M, Rong R, Munro D, Zhu C, Gao X, Zhang
Q, Dong Q. Investigation of the Effect of Type 2
Diabetes Mellitus on Subgingival Plaque Microbiota
by High-Throughput 16S rDNA Pyrosequencing. PLOS
ONE. 2013; 8(4): e61516. http://www.plosone.org/
(University of North Texas)
We investigated the effects of type 2 diabetes on the
subgingival plaque bacterial composition by applying
culture-independent 16S rDNA sequencing to periodontal
bacteria isolated from four groups of volunteers: non-diabetic
subjects without periodontitis, non-diabetic subjects with
periodontitis, type 2 diabetic patients without periodontitis,
and type 2 diabetic patients with periodontitis. Significant
differences in certain bacterial abundances between diabetics
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and non-diabetics were observed in patients with healthy
periodontium and in patients with periodontitis. Our results
show that type 2 diabetes mellitus could alter the bacterial
composition in the subgingival plaque. Qunfeng Dong is an
assistant professor in the Department of Biological Sciences
and the Department of Computer Science and Engineering.
Munro, a senior during this research, has graduated and will
be attending graduate school at Princeton University in the
fall. Funding for this study included the Research Initiation
Grant at UNT, and a grant to UNT from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute through the Precollege and Undergraduate
Science Education Program.

Call for Abstracts
Posters on the Hill
Spring 2014, Washington, DC
Nothing more effectively demonstrates the value of undergraduate research than the words and stories of the
student participants themselves. In spring 2014, the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) will host its
annual undergraduate poster session on Capitol Hill. This event will help members of Congress understand
the importance of undergraduate research by allowing them to talk directly with the students involved in
such studies.
CUR invites undergraduates to submit an abstract of their research that represents any of CUR’s divisions
(Arts and Humanities, Biology, Chemistry, Geosciences, Health Sciences, Mathematics/Computer Science,
Physics/Astronomy, Psychology, and Social Sciences). To ensure proper review of applications, the above are
the only disciplines in which students may apply. In the case of research that is interdisciplinary, students
should select the division that most closely describes the research.
Directors of undergraduate research, faculty members, and other involved administrators are urged to
encourage their students to submit posters. This is a highly competitive program and a very exciting
experience for both students and their faculty advisors.
Call will open September 2, 2013. Applications due November 4, 2013.
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